Ropes & Sash Lines
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Horizon offers a wide range of sash lines and ropes including vehicle jib ropes, ladder ropes and ropes
used for live working. Please contact us with your requirements.

Sash Lines
Our sash line ropes have a stranded polyester core with a soft, cotton outer
sheath. This easily identifiable red rope is ideal for handling. Supplied in
8mm, 10mm, 12mm and 14mm diameters with safe working loads of 127kg,
320kg, 400kg, 425kg respectively (each with a factor of safety of 6) in
lengths to suit your requirements. Rope can be provided with plain, sealed
end or large or small spliced eye and with or without plastic thimble.

Manila Rope
Available in 10mm, 12mm & 16mm diameters and can be ordered in fixed lengths, by the
bale or part of a rope block set.
Manila rope is a traditional natural fibre 3 strand rope. Because it is a natural fibre manila
will shrink when wet and lengthen when dry. The diameter of the rope is measured during
manufacture whilst the rope is under tension so the finished product may have a larger
diameter than stated.

Blue Polypropylene Rope
3 strand polypropylene rope is probably the most versatile and widely used rope. Polypropylene rope
is strong and great value. Easy to splice and can be used for various applications, ideal for use on
ladders. Available in 6mm to 12mm diameters.

Polyester Rope
Ideal for running lines, rigging, block and tackle and other applications where minimum
stretch, great strength and durability are required. Handles more like Manila than other
synthetics, while having more than twice the strength plus excellent resistance to
abrasion. Because of its resistance to rot and mildew the rope can be stored wet or dry.
Often used in live working operations following appropriate company safety rules.
Available in ” and ½” dia in reel of 600 feet.
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